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PRELIMINARY H.ORANDUM ON THE TRINITY MIME
MARYSVALE, UTAH

by
Jack Green and Paul F. Kerr

Introduction

The abundance of radioactive gas (presumably radon) in the Trinity

Gold Mine on the northwestern border of the quarts monsonite area of the

arysvale district may have significance in the present uraium explora-

tion program. The Trinity mine lies chiefly in the quartzite along the

north border of a quartz monsonite intrusive. Radioactivity in the mine -

while not directly indicative of uranium ore - might be derived from

underlying rocks which could constitute a more favorable host for acoumn-

lation than the quartzite. Such a possibility merits consideration.

An objective in the study of this mine is to determine the rock types

and alteration products which are responsible for the radioactivity. As a

contribution to this end, radioactivities of the various lithologies con-

stituting the border phases of the quarts monsonite intrusive have been

observed. Another objective has been to observe the copper mineralisation

in the Trinity mine in the light of the copper-alunite areas similar to

those observed at Winkleman and Yellow Jacket areas. The petrology of the

border complex composed of a quartiose mass, granite, aplite and latite

porphyry warrants attention.
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Location

The portal of the Trinity gold mine lies near the central part of the

S-,/!4 of the SW-1/ SE-1/4 of Section 20, Range 4 West, Township 26 South,

Salt Lake Meridian. It is located .3 of a mile north of the Sevier-Piute

County Line and .35 miles east of Big Rock Candy Mountain (Belknap), on

U. S. Highwar 89. The elevation of the mine portal is about 5,925 feet

above sea level.

Field methods used

The Halross Scintillometer was found to be impractical in underground

work in this mine although the significance of the results obtained stimu-

lated further work. Readings up to 610 c.p.s. were obtained which were due

to the accumulation of radioactive gas in the mine. No fluctuations could

be observed for specific rock types since radioactive mine gas masked all

other sources of radioactivity. On removal from the mine the scintillometer

continued to give high readings until radon had been dissipated or dis-

integrated.

The mine was mapped by Brunton and tape and stations were marked every

25 feet. The mine was examined with ultraviolet light and important fluor-

escent zones were located along with the conventional structural and geologic

features. Samples were taken of the clay zones, the fluorescent minerals,

the copper and lead (?) sulphide minerals, and representative rock types.

These sample locations are shown in Figure 1. Sample locations within the

outlines of the mine walls are on the back, not on the floor.
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General statement

The Trinity gold mine iows no evidence of production and no visible

gold was observed in the mine or on the mine dump. The workings chiefly

penetrate an impure quartzite which borders on the quartz monsonite in-

trusive about 500 feet to the south of the mine portal. The quartzite may

be a quartiose xenolith as suggested by Callaghan.* The quartzite bodies

bordering the southern end of the intrusive east of the Central Area have

a finer texture than the quartzite of the Trinity smtn, which has a great

deal of coarse granular material in it. The quartzite body as delineated

by surface outcrops is roughly elliptical in areal extent, measuring .6

by .2 of a mile across. The long axis is parallel to the quart. monsonite

border and is oriented approximately east-west. To the north of the quarts-

ite is a granite-latite-hornfels complex which likewise encircles the quarts

monsonite intrusive. Beyond this is a halo of altered Bullion Canyon latite

which extends in soe places as far as a mile from the quartsite-quarts mon-

sonite contact near the mine. These relationships are illustrated in Fig-

ure 2.

Structure

The granite at the portal is complexly fractured. Observation of most

of the fractures shows that differential movement has taken place both in

prevailing qawtsite and in the granite. North-south vertical fractures

*Personal amumcation.
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filled with quarts are common, particularly in the granite. Along the

fractures most of the quarts is enveloped in clay. Another set of steeply

dipping fractures parallels both Drift A and Drift M trending N 45W and

N 80 E respectively. Crosscuts S, V, C and Drift B appear to follow N 30-

35. E fractures which dip to the northwest. May of the fracture surfaces

are veneered with gypsum or expose dark-colored druses of quarts. A striking

feature of the fractures exposed in the Trinity miLne is that they are pre-

dominantly vertical and frequently open. This sLtuation should provide

openings to facilitate circulation of radon gas from below.

Further work will be required to determine the orientation of the xeno-

lith. It is too early to conclude whether this quartzite is a block of Na-

vajo sandstone with or without a limestone lower member. The limestone,

iich underlies the Navajo sandstone, might withstand inclusion in a non-

sonitic magma without assimilation. The absence of alkaline dikes in the

arysvale district might indicate that unassimilated limestone blocks possibly

exist in stratigraphically correct positions beneath the quartzite blocks.

To make this possible one must assume that the sandstone was rafted upward

without rotation.

Faulting in the Trinity mine is marked by clay-bearing sones. The

fault shown at the intersection of Drifts W and A may possibly continue

along the entire length of Drift A. The rake of the slickensides on the

fault surface and the appearance of the slickenside corrugations indicate

that the northeast block moved downward parallel to the 62 degree northwest

trending rake. Near the end of Drift B the movement of fault blocks was
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more nearly vertical, the rake being 80 degrees south. The movement is in

an opposite direction to the failt seen at the intersection of Drifts A

and I. Clay gouge at 11-535 and K-45 mark a fault zone but the direction

of movement is not apparent from the slickensides. The thick clay gouge

zone near the and of Drift A probably parallels the quartzite-quartz non-

zonite contact. A more widely dispersed clay zone exists from M-692 to 11-

725. Here the clay occurs in narrow fracture fillings approximately north-

south and vertical.

More faulting than shown in Figure 1 exists. Time did not permit

careful inspection of every fracture for differential movement.

Petrography and Mineralog

Of the total length of workings (2,115 feet) 325 feet penetrate granite,

25 feet cut quartz monzonite on one wall, and the remaining 1,765 feet are in

variably chloritic and pyritic quartite. Copper and lead (?) mineraliza-

tion occur in the quartzite and granite respectively; manganese staining

and quartz druses are predominantly in the quartzite; and clay zones and

gypsiferous coatings as 131i as the fluorescence of opaline and non-opaline

material occur in both the granite and the quartzite. Alteration outside

of the clay zones is slight and all rock 1ypes, particularly the quartz

monzonite, are essentially fresh.

The granite at the mine portal resembles the fine grained, light colored

granite of the Central Area. The chief difference is that it is in contact

with quartzite in the Trinity mine while it is in contact with quartz monzon-
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its in the Central Area. No extensive pyritic zones are apparent in the

Trinity mine granite as compared with the high count, high pyrite bearing

granite above the Blue Eagle #2 portal north of the Bullion Monarch mine.

The radon activity of the Trinity mine might be associated with the granite,

but surface observations of this granite with the Halross Scintillometer

fail to support this possibility. The granite of the Trinity mine has a

variable quartz content which increases toward the granite-quartzite contact

at M-325. Metallic minerals are finely disseminated in a quartz-rich green-

ish granite for at least 50 feet west of this north northeast contact. The

greenish tint fades to a light gray-white color with increasing distance

west of M-325. At this location a two-foot pegmatite zone exists contain-

ing both feldspar and quartz grains several centimeters in length. This

pegmatite may be a border phase of the granite.

The quartzite of the Trinity mine is more sugary than the quartzites

exposed west of the Central Area. It is believed to be a quartzose xeno-

lith. This is the origin suggested by Callaghan for the other peripheral

quartzite bodies of the monzonite intrusive. However, the Trinity mine

quartzite and granite were not delineated on Callaghan's map. The variabi-

lity in lithology of the quartzite and relict bedding suggest an original

sedimentary origin. Pyrite and chlorite occur in varying amounts ari pro-

duce a lig1 't buff to dark green rock. The complex fracturing is such as

one would expect in a brittle block bordering a periodically expanding and

contracting intrusive. It is suggested that the granite found room for in-

trusion between the quartzite and the latite-hornfels complex during one of
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the intermediate periods between the pulses of monsonite intrusive or foll-

owing shrinkage due to cooling. In either case field relationships show

that the granite is later than the quartzite, later than the quarts monson-

ite, later than the hornfels and probably later than the intrusive latite

of the hornfels-latite complex. The granite of the northwestern corner of

the quarts monsonite intrusive may be of the same age as the granite of the

Central Area but correlation presents an interesting problem. Study of the

trace elements and helium content of the pyrite in the granite of the Central

Area in comparison with the pyrite of both the quartite and granite of the

Trinity mine area would provide significant information. The pyrite of Big

Rock Candy mountainn might also be used to determine whether there is any

similarity in the nature of the hydrothermal solutions as revealed by the

trace elements in pyrite.

The quartzite in the complexly fractured ferruginous sone near the

granite-quartsite contact (Fig. 1) is slightly chloritic, but shows irregu-

larly distributed quartzite. The after effects of the granite intrusion

may have produced border effects in the quartzite. The quartsite varies

over short ranges. A light pinkish quartzite at M-.60 passes into a dark

granular quartzite at x-495. The latter becomes a pyritic, chloritic qarts-

ite at M-500. Here copper sulphide may be observed on the north wall. At

M-ll15 and B-260-276 sparkling dark gray to black quarts druses occur in the

quartzite. Large mica crystals cc cur locally in a chloritic qaartzite at

M-858 and M-950. Unusual white and dark gray quartzite patches occur on the

back at T-33. This area also shows well developed manganese dendrites and

copper stain on fracture surfaces, especially in the west alcove. Gypsiferous
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coatings are common in the quartzite; branching gypsum veinlets are well

shown in a pyritic clay gouge zone M-692-725. The widest clay zones are

confined to the quartzite and are noted on Figure 1 if over four feet wide.

Eighteen inches of clay gouge mark the northwest fault shown at the inter-

section of Drifts M and A. The concentration of the clay in quartzite is

of interest in view of the association of uranium with clay in producing

mines.

Copper mineralization is controlled by the northeast and northwest

fracture system. Copper minerals may be noted along Drifts M and A as shown

in Figure 1. A green-blue copper mineral collected at A-40 with a metallic,

sweetish, and astringent taste is probably chalcanthite. The best developed

exposure of copper sulphides where chalcopyrite is one of the copper minerals

is at M-636 south and M-656 north and back.

The quarts monsonite in the southeast wall in the last 25 feet of Drift

A is a fresh unaltered rock with a few specks of pyrite. The ferro-magnesian

mineral is dark green, occurring in 1/4 inch grains with a decidedly less

vitreous luster than the smaller biotite flakes. The feldspar laths occa-

sionally are 1/2 inch in maximum dimension. No fluorescence was observed.

The fluorescence in the Trinity mine has been divided for field classi-

fication into two types: opaline and non-opaline. The non-opaline fluor-

escence is best developed in the clay gouge at A-387. It is found both in

the granite and in the quartzite. The most brilliant opaline fluorescence

may be found on the west wall near the end of drift K and on the south wall

near 1-300. As mentioned before, fractures in the monzonite were not observed
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to fluoresce. The core of the quartzite block, as in the last half of

Drift I, lacks the abundance of fluorescent material observed elsewhere in

the quar tzite. Of interest is a white phosphorescence seen in small seams

and fractures at M-160 north and M-174 south, both in granite, after ir-

radiating the mine wall for about a minute with ultra-violet light. White

phosphorescence may also be observed in the monzonite in the Blue Eagle

mine near the granite contact in the Central Area. No fluorescence as seen

in the "core" of the monzonite intrusive in an abandoned mine 2,000 feet

to the north northwest of the J. and L. Alunite mine. This distribution

indicates that fluorescence is a feature of the borders of the quartz mon-

zonite intrusive. Both quartsite and monsonite "cores" lack fluorescence.

Discussion

The striking features of the Trinity mine are the high scintillometer

counts due presumably to radon mine gas and the distribution of fluorescence.

The open vertical fissures and, fractures lead to the conclusion that =we

extensive uranium mineralization may lie below. The possibility of a lime-

stone substratum below the quartzite should be considered. The likelihood

of extensive inherent radioactivity in either the granite or the quartzite

is negated by a scintillometer check of the surface granite and quartzite

which average 70 and 30 c.p.s. respectively. It seems a reasonable assump-

tion that possibly a concentration of uranium solutions may have occurred

under the quartzite mass. To explain the absence of uranium concentrations

in the quartzite, one may indicate that (1) perhaps the quartzite was

fractured after the phase of uranium enrichment in the monsonite; or (2) the
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openings in the quartzite are supercapillary and transpiration could not

have taken place as readily as in the stage 3 altered latites of other

bordering areas; or (3) the cpartsi1'e fails to provide elements such as

alkalies and alkaline earths e essential to more abundant uranium precipita-

tion from the solutions c arrying the uranium ions in the Marysvale area.

In any case the Trinity mine offers an area worthy of further study from

the standpoint of exploration.

Identification of actinon and thoron, the decay products of actinium

and thorium often associated with radon, was not attempted. An analysis

of the mine gas in the Trinity mine would be of interest. The possibility

of radon enrichment in supergene water is unlikely since the Trinity work-

ings are dry. The mine merits further study as an exploration possibility.
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Figure 1 is included in the pocket in back.
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